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Abstract

A key challenge for clinical application of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) to

accurately model and treat human pathologies depends on developing a method to

generate genetically stable cells to reduce long-term risks of cell transplant therapy.

Here, we hypothesized that CYCLIN D1 repairs DNA by highly efficient homologous

recombination (HR) during reprogramming to iPSC that reduces genetic instability

and threat of neoplastic growth. We adopted a synthetic mRNA transfection

method using clinically compatible conditions with CYCLIN D1 plus base factors

(OCT3/4, SOX2, KLF4, LIN28) and compared with methods that use C-MYC. We

demonstrate that CYCLIN D1 made iPSC have (a) lower multitelomeric signal,

(b) reduced double-strand DNA breaks, (c) correct nuclear localization of RAD51

protein expression, and (d) reduced single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) changes

per chromosome, compared with the classical reprogramming method using C-MYC.

CYCLIN D1 iPSC have reduced teratoma Ki67 cell growth kinetics and derived neu-

ral stem cells successfully engraft in a hostile spinal cord injury (SCI) microenviron-

ment with efficient survival, differentiation. We demonstrate that CYCLIN D1

promotes double-stranded DNA damage repair predominantly through HR during

cell reprogramming to efficiently produce iPSC. CYCLIN D1 reduces general cell

stress associated with significantly lower SIRT1 gene expression and can rescue

Sirt1 null mouse cell reprogramming. In conclusion, we show synthetic mRNA trans-

fection of CYCLIN D1 repairs DNA during reprogramming resulting in significantly

improved genetically stable footprint in human iPSC, enabling a new cell repro-

gramming method for more accurate and reliable generation of human iPSC for dis-

ease modeling and future clinical applications.

K E YWORD S

cellular therapy, induced pluripotent stem cells, neural stem cells (NSCs), cell cycle, clinical
translation

1 | INTRODUCTION

Human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) have immense clinical

potential as a source of patient matched immunologically compatible

cells for cell replacement therapies and disease modeling and thus are

studied intensely. Human iPSC can be generated from adult somatic cells

reprogrammed by ectopic expression defined transcription factors

(OCT3/4, SOX2, KLF4, C-MYC) with similar characteristics to embryonic

stem cells (ESC), albeit iPSC have a higher tumorigenic potential than

ESC1-3 . The RIKEN clinical trial to treat macular degeneration uses reti-

nal pigmented epithelial cells derived from iPSC generated by episomal

methods and includes the use of C-MYC.4,5 This trial identified a number

of genomic alterations resulting in removal of the patient from the clinical

trial. These stringent guidelines take into consideration the long-term

effects of transplanted iPSC-derived cells, essential for its long-term

success. This creates a pressing need to define a standard operating

procedure (SOP) to reduce global genetic instability and more reliably

generate human iPSC for clinically compatible applications.4,5

Current methodologies to generate human iPSC can be broadly

categorized based on the mode of ectopic gene delivery: viral2,6-9 or non-

viral.10-15 One nonviral route, synthetic mRNA transfection, has a number
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of advantages over traditional viral approaches: it is fast acting, allows fine

titration of gene dosage, generates less aneuploidy, and mRNA particles

degrade after 48 hours with no genetic insertion or DNA scarring.12,13,16

It is well established that canonical cell reprogramming methods

that use C-MYC cause cell replication stress and DNA damage that

result in chromosome abnormalities, genomic instability, and iPSC-

derived cancers, thus complicating clinical applications.17-22 Indeed, in

another previous study, we found that neural stem cells (NSC) derived

from C-MYC viral-mediated reprogrammed cells generated neoplastic

growth when engrafted to a rat SCI model.23 Studies of C-MYC in

iPSC with global chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) array reveal

that C-MYC regulates many cellular function pathways including pro-

moting the expression of cancer genes.24-27 Replacing C-MYC while

maintaining reprogramming efficiency has been analyzed previously,

albeit using viral methods or cell types that would have limited clinical

application.7,20,28 Despite advances, the use of C-MYC is still currently

used in human iPSC in clinical trials, needed to maintain sufficient effi-

ciency to reprogram patient fibroblast cells and prevent spontaneous

differentiation of iPSC.29,30

In a previous study investigating the role of REM2 GTPase

in human pluripotency, we observed that CYCLIN D1 could

potentially be used in lieu of C-MYC in retroviral reprogramming

methods of human fibroblasts to an SSEA4+ve “iPSC-like” phe-

notype; however, these cells were not fully characterized.4 In

normal and cancer cells, CYCLIN D1 plays a major role in DNA

damage repair and its noncanonical functions in DNA repair have

been reviewed elsewhere.31-33 Briefly, CYCLIN D1 acts in the

homologous recombination (HR) pathway by binding BRCA2,

helping it to recruit RAD51 monomers to repair double-strand

DNA breaks (DSB).31,34 Contrary to this, C-MYC potentiates the

“alternative” nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ), by inhibiting

miR150/miR22 and BIN1 (inhibitors of LIGASE 3 and PARP,

respectively, both required for alternative NHEJ). This pathway

is error prone and leads to higher risk of genetic instability.35-38

Moreover, C-MYC (all MYC family genes including L-MYC)

inhibits the “classical” NHEJ by direct interaction with Ku70

through its MYC box II (MBII) domain, subsequently inhibiting

DNA-PKC activity essential for DNA repair.39

The use of C-MYC (and family members) for cell reprogramming

is likely to prevent the use of human iPSC-derived cells for future

clinical applications, given the risk of genetic mutations. Here, we

investigate the potential of using CYCLIN D1 with the other factors

(OCT3/4, SOX2, KLF4, LIN28; termed base factors) to generate

hiPSC in clinically compatible conditions for future clinical applica-

tions. Importantly, we advance our previous work and hypothesize

that the use of CYCLIN D1 will promote DNA damage repair and

reduce cell stress during cell reprogramming to improve genetic

stability of iPSC. We found that CYCLIN D1 maintains cell repro-

gramming efficiency while reducing SIRT1 gene expression

(a marker of general cell stress) repairing DNA damage and DSB by

HR during cell reprogramming and results in improved genomic sta-

bility of iPSC when compared with canonical methods currently in

use for clinical trials.

2 | RESULTS

2.1 | CYCLIN D1 reprogramming of human skin
fibroblasts

We sought a clinically compatible methodology and chose to adopt a

synthetic mRNA approach (OCT3/4, SOX2, KLF4, LIN28; termed base

factors), plus CYCLIN D1 using feeder free defined cell culture

mediums to express the reprogramming factors. The use of synthetic

mRNA transfection methods is an efficient and robust method in

which mRNA is degraded over 48 hours with no random transgene

insertion, no use of virus, low aneuploidy, and no genetic scarring,

making it the preferred method for clinical applications.10,11,14 We

chose to utilize human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF), as fibroblasts are

easier to obtain from patients in clinically relevant numbers than other

specialized cell types, such as cord blood cells.

HFF were transfected with mRNAs of the four base factors

(OCT3/4, SOX2, KLF4, LIN28; 4F) alone or in combination with CYCLIN

D1 or C-MYC. A total of 12 iPSC clones were manually picked from

the C-MYC condition (MH hiPSC) and 8 iPSC clones from the CYCLIN

D1 condition (DH hiPSC), and after preliminary characterization of

MH1-12 and DH1-8 clones, three clones from each condition

(C-MYC: MH1, MH6, and MH9 hiPSC clones; and CYCLIN D1: DH1,

DH3, and DH5 hiPSC clones) were fully characterized and compared

with commercially available iPSC (generated from younger stable cord

blood stem cells with episomal DNA) (Figures 1A and S1A-D). In addi-

tion to being positive for ESC marker SSEA4, these cells possessed

other markers of fully reprogrammed cells such as expression of

endogenous OCT3/4 and SOX2 as well as ESC markers TRA-1-81

and alkaline phosphatase (AP) (Figures 1A and S1B,C). Interestingly,

assessment of early reprogramming events (10-14 days) of

TRA1-81 expression by flow cytometry demonstrates a low level in

4F alone and a higher percentage of pluripotent cells being formed

with CYCLIN D1 (5.6%) compared with C-MYC (1.3%) forming iPSC

(Figure S1D). We confirm that CYCLIN D1 can induce repro-

gramming in the presence of the canonical four factors minus

C-MYC using retroviral methods or synthetic mRNA transfection

methods with sufficient efficiency to pick numerous colonies and

the synthetic mRNA transfection method is more efficient than the

retroviral method (Figures 1A, S1A-D, and S2A). We found that

transfection of 50 ng of CYCLIN D1 synthetic mRNA was optimal

and higher concentrations did not promote the cell cycle

(Figure S2B). Reprogramming efficiency based on AP staining was

found to be 0.107% with CYCLIN D1 and 0.293% for C-MYC condi-

tions (Figure S1D). CYCLIN D1 gene expression was found to be

equal in all hiPSC clones generated at passage 10 (Figure S2C). All

hiPSC clones expressed markers of pluripotency equivalent to com-

mercially made episomal hiPSC and were positive for AP staining

(Figures 1A, S1A, and S2A). We were unable to reprogram HFF

using 4F alone to sufficient numbers or quality to expand. All hiPSC

clones maintained good cell morphology, proliferated at the same

rate passaged every 4 to 5 days and no reversal of cell phenotype

was detected over long-term passaging.
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F IGURE 1 CYCLIN D1 reprograms human cells to induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC). A, Human iPSC were generated using a modified
synthetic mRNA transfection method and a feeder free defined medium cell culture system. One representative clone is shown for every
condition. Phase contrast, immunofluorescence for pluripotency markers (in red: OCT4, SOX2, TRA1-81, SSEA4), alkaline phosphatase (AP). B,
Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of microarray expression profiles comparing the gene profile of C-MYC (MH) (bottom) or CYCLIN D1
(DH) (top) made human iPSC with human embryonic stem cells (hESC). C, Immunofluorescence of perfused spinal cords at 3 and 60 days after
transplantation of DH-iPSC derived neural stem cells (NSC). Injected cells were tagged with cell tracker (Green Vybrant CFDA SE). Tuj1 and GFAP
were used to detect neurons and astrocytes respectively and 40 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) to stain nuclei. Merged image shown. Note:
Green Vybrant cell tracker-positive cells in day 60 NSC transplanted spinal cords. No neoplastic growth was observed with detailed assessment
of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) sections. D, Colocalization study of green cell tracker with different antibodies by immunofluorescence for
markers of mature neurons (MAP2), immature neurons (Tuj1), oligodendrocytes (OLIG2), immature astrocytes (GFAP), and mature astrocytes
(S100). Sample numbers: n = 4 for control SCI and NSC transplanted spinal cord injury (SCI) rats. E, Teratoma assay of iPSC using commercially
available episomal made iPSC as a control cells injected in nude mice and stained for ki67. F, Quantification of ki67 staining (n = 3) (*P ≤ .05)
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Further characterization by microarray gene set enrichment anal-

ysis (GSEA) shows that upregulated genes in MH and DH hiPSC are

both highly significantly enriched in human ESC signature (ES1 and

ES2 combined) (Figure 1B). We next assessed their functionality with

in vitro differentiation by general and guided differentiation to the

three germ layers, to NSC, to definitive endoderm (DE), and

cardiomyocytes (CM) and demonstrated the presence of tissue spe-

cific markers for all three germ layers and cell types by immunofluo-

rescence, flow cytometry and reverse transcription polymerase chain

reaction (RT-PCR) (Figures S3A-E and S4).

We next sought to assess the ability of DH-iPSC to engraft and sur-

vive in vivo when transplanted in a model of cell replacement therapy (out-

lined in Figure S5A). To this end, we first differentiated DH-iPSC to a NSC

fate and found DH-iPSC made NSC at similar efficiency to MH-iPSC and

commercial human iPSC made from episomal methods by Nestin and Tuj1

immunofluorescence (Figures S3C and S4B). We next transplanted clini-

cally compatible DH-iPSC-derived NSC into the spinal cord of injured rats

and demonstrated engraftment and survival in the hostile tissue niche at

day 3 and at 2 months with no neoplastic growth observed in the spinal

cords (Figures 1C,D and S5B,C). Detailed assessment of hematoxylin and

eosin (H&E)-stained sections of the spinal cords could not detect any evi-

dence of proliferative growth (Figure 1C, bottom panel). DH-iPSC-derived

NSC successfully differentiated into mature neurons (75.1% MAP2 posi-

tive), oligodendrocytes (18.2% Olig2), and mature astrocytes (5.2% S-100)

with a low percentage of immature neurons (1.9% TUJ1) (Figure 1D).

We have previously shown that c-Myc-made iPSC-derived NSC, using

retroviralmethods, are transplanted in the rat SCImodel results in neoplastic

growthwith approximately5%Ki67-positiveNSC2months after transplan-

tation.23Althoughusingadifferentmethod,wedidnotobserveanyneoplas-

tic growth from DH-iPSC-NSC cells made by synthetic mRNA methods in

the SCI transplant model with 0.07% Ki67-positive transplanted cells

2 months after transplantation, suggesting that synthetic mRNAmade DH-

iPSC-NSC have significantly less risk of neoplastic growth than MH-iPSC

(Figure S5D). To testwhetherCYCLIND1 reprogrammedcells are in fact less

neoplastic than C-MYC synthetic mRNA transfected made reprogrammed

cells we performed a teratoma assay. Assessment of teratomas by H&E

staining revealed that all hiPSC clones could differentiate properly into the

three germs layers in vivo and that DH teratomas had a slower growth rate

thanMHteratomas, similar to commercially available episomalmade terato-

mas that are derived from younger cord blood stem cells (Figures 1E,F and

S6A-D). Assessment of Ki67 expression demonstrated that DH teratomas

have a significantly reduced level of cell proliferation in all three germ layers

compared withMH hiPSC, and lower levels than episomal made iPSC tera-

toma (Figure 1F). This demonstrates that CYCLIN D1made human iPSC can

significantly reducetheriskofneoplasticgrowth.

2.2 | DH-iPSC have greater genomic stability than
iPSC reprogrammed with classical method

We hypothesized that given CYCLIN D1's well-known role in DNA

damage repair in normal cells, the use of CYCLIN D1 would result in

increased genomic stability in human iPSC. Therefore, we sought to

determine the quality of the resulting iPSC cells by investigating

several hallmarks of genomic stability. We found that DH-iPSC had

significantly fewer DSB as measured by H2AX staining than MH-iPSC

and that this persisted when cells were differentiated to NSC

(Figure 2A,B). Assessment of karyotype found no differences between

human iPSC clones from either method and all were normal karyotype

(Figure S7A). Using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) for telo-

mere length analysis, we found a significantly reduced percentage of

multitelomeric signal (MTS) “footprint” in DH iPSC (passage 10) and

derived iNSC compared with MH iPSC (Figures 2C and S7B). The

increase in MTS signal observed in MH hiPSC is indicative of

increased telomere fragility associated with genetic instability, degen-

erative pathologies, and cancer.40 Using an infinium Omni 5-4V1.2

array-based approach we found that DH-iPSC had reductions in both

differences in global SNP and copy number variation (CNV); however,

these were not statistically significant from the starting HFF cells

(Figure 2D,E). Analyzing the SNP array data in more depth for SNP

changes per chromosome (0, 1, or 2 changes), we found that DH-iPSC

had less SNP changes than MH-iPSC per chromosome, suggesting

better genetic stability in DH-iPSC (Figure 2F,G). Annotating further

the SNP changes in the genetic regions we observed that CYCLIN D1-

generated hiPSC have less SNPs in different noncoding genetic

regions (inner circle—842 SNPs in total) compared with the classical

method currently in use for clinical applications using C-MYC-

generated hiPSC (outer circle—2569 SNPs in total) (Figure 2H). Fur-

thermore, CYCLIN D1-generated hiPSC had less cancer-related genes

with SNPs (Figure 2I). These data demonstrate that CYCLIN D1-

generated hiPSC have significantly improved genomic stability than

current clinical grade methods that use C-MYC, and thus clinically

advantageous to reduce risk for long-term cell replacement transplant

strategies or accurate disease modeling.

2.3 | CYCLIN D1 preferentially repairs DSB by the
more efficient HR

It is well established in normal somatic cells that CYCLIN D1 repairs

DSB via the HR pathway31,34 while C-MYC potentiates the “alterna-
tive” nonhomologous end joining (Alt. NHEJ) process to repair DSB

that is error prone leading to higher risk of genetic instability.35-38

However, it is not known if during reprogramming normal somatic

cells to human iPSC if CYCLIN D1 repairs DSB preferentially via HR.

Therefore, we next assessed early passage 2 human iPSC (early),

passage 10 (established) cells, and NSC derived from the iPSC for

RAD51 protein expression. RAD51 is a standard marker of DNA

repair by HR and nuclear localization of RAD51 protein is essential for

DNA repair by HR.41-43 Interestingly, RAD51 protein is localized

mostly in the nucleus of DH-iPSC (Figure 3A,B). In contrast, MH-iPSC

RAD51 is localized predominantly in the cytoplasm, where RAD51

cannot repair DSB by HR (Figure 3A,B). Given it is well established in

normal cells that nuclear localization of RAD51 protein expression is

essential for DNA repair by HR,42 suggests that CYCLIN D1 is

repairing DSB during cell reprogramming by HR.
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F IGURE 2 CYCLIN D1 reprogrammed iPSC have improved genomic stability. A, Photos of immune-staining for H2AX signal of human
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) and neural stem cells (NSC) generated with C-MYC (MH) or CYCLIN D1 (DH) compared with commercially
available episomal made iPSC and NSC. Nuclei stained with 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). B, Graph of quantification of percent of cells

with H2AX signal (X-axis) during the reprogramming process compared with parental human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF) cells and differentiated
NSC (*P ≤ .05). C, Graph of quantification of percent of cells with multitelomere signal (MTS) (*P ≤ .05). See Figure S7B for photos of MTS. D,
Graph of quantification of global SNP changes as determined by infinium Omni5-4 v1.2 array. Not significantly different (SD) between HFF and
iPSC. E, Graph of quantification of global copy number variation (CNV) changes from the SNP array data. Not SD. F, Graph of quantification of
SNP changes per chromosome demonstrating less SNP changes in CYCLIN D1 made iPSC (*P ≤ .05). G, Graph of quantification of all SNP changes
(0, 1, or 2) per chromosome demonstrating less SNP changes in CYCLIN D1 made iPSC. G, Graph of the location of SNP changes (0, 1, or 2) in the
genome for C-MYC (outer circle indicating more changes) or CYCLIN D1 (inner circle indicating less changes) generated iPSC. I, Table of names and
number of cancer-related genes with SNP changes (0, 1, or 2) for C-MYC (18 cancer-related genes) or CYCLIN D1 (8 cancer-related genes)
generated iPSC with chromosome location and genetic region affected. n = 3 C-MYC clones and n = 3 CYCLIN D1 clones for all figures
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F IGURE 3 CYCLIN D1 reprogrammed cells preferentially repair DNA through homologous recombination. A, Localization of RAD51 protein
(red) by immunofluorescence. 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained nuclei in blue. B, Quantification of RAD51 protein localization
exclusively in the nucleus or cytoplasm at P2 (early), P10 (established) and in iPSC-derived NSC (*P ≤ .05). C, Schematic of DNA repair reporter
constructs. D, Quantification of flow cytometry for homologous recombination (HR) or Alternative NHEJ GFP reporter constructs experiments in
phoenix cells under cell reprogramming conditions (OCT3/4, SOX2, KLF4 alone, or plus CYCLIN D1 or C-MYC) demonstrates a preference for HR in
cells reprogramming with CYCLIN D1 and a preference of Alternative NHEJ in cells reprogramming with C-MYC. Representative of three
experiments: E, Q-RT-PCR for LIGASE 3 mRNA levels (*P ≤ .05); F, Q-RT-PCR for p53BP mRNA levels, not SD; G, RT-PCR for SIRT1 mRNA
levels (*P ≤ .05)
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To confirm that DH-iPSC have enhanced DNA damage repair and

a preference toward the HR pathway under cell reprogramming condi-

tions (cells transfected to overexpress reprogramming factors OCT3/4,

SOX2, KLF4 alone or with CYCLIN D1 or C-MYC), we used GFP reporter

plasmids that allow GFP expression exclusively via either the HR or

alternative NHEJ pathways and measured the level of GFP activity by

flow cytometry (Figures 3C,D and S8).44 Under reprogramming condi-

tions with CYCLIN D1, cells preferentially repair DSB by HR, whereas C-

MYC preferentially activates the alternative NHEJ process (Figures 3D

and S8). Lastly, to demonstrate further that MH-iPSC preferentially

repair DSBs via the alternative NHEJ pathway during reprogramming

to human iPSC we measured LIGASE 3 gene expression levels during

the cell reprogramming process in starting parent cells (HFF), passage

0 (very early), passage 3 (early), and passage 10 (established). LIGASE 3,

a gene marker of the alternative NHEJ process, was found in MH-iPSC

to have significantly higher levels of gene expression at the early pas-

sage 3 confirming the reporter based assay that MH-iPSC repair DSB

predominately by alternative NHEJ (Figure 3E).

We next assessed expression of significant genes found to be

involved in DNA damage response and general cell stress during the cell

reprogramming process in starting parent cells (HFF), passage 0 (very

early), passage 3 (early), and passage 10 (established). Specifically we

examined by RT-PCR gene expression levels of: (a) DNA damage response

gene 53BP1; (b) apoptosis inhibition related gene IAP2; and (c) general cell

stress genes SIRTUIN 1 and 6. Passage 0 human iPSC mRNA was obtained

from scraping multiple clones for MH and DH hiPSC that were left over

from picking clones for expansion at the 2-week stage of reprogramming.

Also, three MH and DH iPSC clones were assessed for each condition at

passage 3 (early) and passage 10 (established) and compared with HFF

parental starting cells to capture the reprogramming process. The data rev-

ealed only SIRT1 was significantly different between MH and DH hiPSC

over time (Figures 3F,G and S9). Interestingly, a “window” of reduced cell

stress (lower SIRT1 induction) was observed for DH hiPSC clones from

passage 0 hiPSC until passage 10, when hiPSC are considered a mature

stable cell line (Figure 3G). Taken together, the data demonstrate that

CYCLIN D1 repairs DSB via HR during the reprogramming process to

hiPSC with reduced general cell stress levels that results in significantly

improved genetically stable hiPSC clones.

2.4 | Cyclin D1 promotes reprogramming in mouse
cells and rescues requirement for Sirt1

To validate the role of Cyclin D1 in another cell line and species we gener-

ated mouse iPSC and assessed DNA damage levels and genetic stability

(Figure 4). We made mouse iPSC using retroviral methods and tested effi-

ciency of reprogramming by colony formation assay using three condi-

tions: 3F (Oct3/4, Sox2, Klf4) alone, 3F plus c-Myc, and 3F plus Cyclin D1,

compared with mouse ESC (mESC). 3F alone produced a low number of

early iPSC colonies; however, 3F plus Cyclin D1 was significantly more

efficient than 3F+c-Myc, generating more AP-positive colonies at the 2-

week time point (Figure 4A). 3F plus c-Myc reached similar levels of colony

number at the 3-week time point (P value = .0062) (Figure 4C). To ensure

proper protein expression was achieved, Oct3/4 and Cyclin D1 protein

levels were assessed by Western blot and were both confirmed in iPSC

clones (Figure S10A,B).

Next, we assessed DSB encountered during reprogramming mouse

cells using the H2AX staining and observed significantly lower levels of

H2AX signal in 3F plus Cyclin D1 made iPSC compared with iPSC made

with c-Myc, consistent with the results in human cells (Figure 4D-F). To

assess genomic stability of mouse iPSC made with 3F plus c-Myc or

Cyclin D1, we analyzed telomere length using the quantitative telomere

FISH (Q-FISH) assay. We observed that 3F plus Cyclin D1 clones had a

decrease of signal-free ends, 4.19% to 1.91% compared with 3F plus c-

Myc clones, demonstrating a decrease in telomere instability footprint

with Cyclin D1made mouse iPSC (Figure 4G-I).

To determine if Cyclin D1 with 3F reduces cell stress during cell

reprograming, we tested by RT-PCR the expression of a panel of DNA

damage and cell stress gene markers: (a) ATM, 53BP1 and MnSOD for

DNA damage response; (b) apoptosis inhibition related genes IAP2

and GADD45b; and (c) cell stress response genes Sirtuin 1, 3, and

6 (Figures 4J and S10C). Mouse C2C12 cells were used as a negative

control and mESC as a positive control of pluripotency. Three clones

for every condition (3F plus c-Myc and 3F plus Cyclin D1) were com-

pared at passage 1 and passage 5. 3F alone were not analyzed due to

low efficiency and high cell death observed (Figure 4C). The iPSC

clones reprogrammed with 3F plus c-Myc expressed higher levels of

IAP2 (P value = .0184) (Figure S10C). Gadd45b (P value = .0342)

(Figure S10C) and Sirt1 (Figure 4J; P value = .01) than clones rep-

rogrammed with 3F plus Cyclin D1, while other DNA damage, apopto-

sis or cell stress gene markers were not significantly different over

time (Figure S10C). The data confirm the human cell reprogramming

data that 3F plus Cyclin D1 is an efficient method with suppressed

DNA damage/cell stress pathways when compared with the classical

3F plus c-Myc method during murine cell reprogramming to iPSC.

We next sought to focus on the role of Cyclin D1 in repro-

gramming with Sirt1, a gene associated with general cell stress,

genetic stability and cell reprogramming efficiency. Recently, in

mouse iPSC, Sirt1 has been described as necessary for proficient

telomere elongation and genomic stability of iPSC made with

c-Myc.45 We reprogrammed wild type and Sirt1 null mouse embry-

onic fibroblasts (WT and Sirt1−/− MEFs) with the conditions: 3F

alone; 3F plus c-Myc; or 3F plus Cyclin D1. Analysis of AP staining

of reprogramming colonies demonstrated that the combination of

Sirt1−/− MEFs with 3F plus c-Myc was unable to reprogram to iPSC

(P value = .04), suggesting that Sirt1 is essential to rescue the cell

stress induced by c-Myc during cell reprogramming (Figure 4K).

However, 3F plus Cyclin D1 was able to reprogram cells to iPSC

independent of Sirt1, demonstrating that Sirt1 is not essential for 3F

plus Cyclin D1 reprogramming to pluripotency (Figure 4K).

3 | DISCUSSION

The development of a clinically compatible method to reliably gener-

ate genomically stable human iPSC is essential for cost-effective
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F IGURE 4 Mouse induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) reprogrammed with three factors and Cyclin D1 rescues requirement for Sirt1 and
reduces genetic instability. A, Cyclin D1 or c-Myc plus three factors reprogram to alkaline phosphatase (AP) cells. B, Bright field of three
representative experiments stained for alkaline phosphatase (AP). C, Quantification of AP+ colonies at days 14 and 21 of reprogramming
(*P ≤ .05). D,E, Cells stained for nuclei (40 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole [DAPI]; blue) and double-strand breaks (H2AX; red). F, Quantification of
H2AX-positive nuclei (*P ≤ .05). G,H, Cells stained for multiple telomere signal (MTS; yellow) and nuclei (DAPI; blue). I, Quantification of MTS
(n = 3 clones each) (*P ≤ .05). J, Q-RT-PCR for Sirt1 expression levels at P1 and P5 for selected mouse iPSC clones and mouse embryonic stem
cells (mESC) (n = 3) (*P ≤ .05). K, Quantification of AP+ colonies in WT and SIRT1−/− MEFS (*P ≤ .05)
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clinical applications and accurate disease modeling. Developing strin-

gent guidelines to take into consideration the long-term 5- to 10-year

effects of transplanted iPSC-derived cells essential for its long-term

success. Key to these issues is the repair of DNA damage during the

reprogramming process to improve genetic stability of human iPSC.

Here, we take advantage of the DNA repair promoting function of

CYCLIN D1 to describe an improved clinically compatible method to

reprogram human cells for clinical applications. We adopt a feeder-

free synthetic mRNA transfection and produce high quality human

iPSC with reduced cell stress, reduced genetic instability, and that

engraft successfully in vivo from clinically easy-to-access cells. With

improved genetically stable hiPSC, we used clinically compatible cell

culture system (Thermo Fisher) to establish a protocol that could be

easily applied for generating clinical-grade human hiPSC in good

manufacturing practice cell culture rooms. Although in development,

there is currently no internationally agreed SOP for generating clinical

grade human iPSC, the addition of synthetic mRNA transfection

methods and the use of CYCLIN D1 in the reprogramming method

would reduce long-term risks and overall improve the method for clin-

ical applications.

The RIKEN clinical trial that used human iPSC generated with four

factors and that includes C-MYC has revealed issues with genomic

instability, calling for a method to generate hiPSC that will give more

reliable outcomes with less genetic instability or threat of pathology

to ensure long-term stability of transplanted cells.21,22 Assessment of

proliferation levels in teratomas are significantly reduced in CYCLIN

D1 made iPSC compared with C-MYC iPSC (Figure 1I). Here we found

that NSC generated from CYCLIN D1 synthetic mRNA made iPSC-

NSC engraft and survive in the hostile spinal cord injured damaged tis-

sue microenvironment with proper differentiation and no evidence of

neoplastic growth (Figure 1C). Long-term studies were required to

fully rule out the potential of tumorigenicity from these cells and high-

lights that utilizing CYCLIN D1 made iPSC and derivative cells for

transplantation represent a safer method for clinical applications. Fur-

ther research is warranted to explore the regenerative capacity of

NSC to treat SCI and recent work holds great promise.46,47

Characterization of human iPSC clones using standard methods

found no difference between commercially available hiPSC made with

episomal methods, MH and DH hiPSC (Figure 1). Interestingly, no sig-

nificant increase in global CNV was observed compared with starting

parental HFF cells, supporting other work that suggests the synthetic

mRNA method is the best method for generating genetically stable

iPSC16 (Figure 2). Deeper analysis of the Omini5.2 SNP array data

found that DH iPSC have significantly different less SNPs per chromo-

some, except for chromosomes: 16, 21 and Y (Figure 2F,G and

Table 1). Further analysis of the hiPSC for DNA damage and cell stress

levels occurring during iPSC formation using CYCLIN D1 demonstrated

a window of reduced cell stress compared with using C-MYC, implicat-

ing SIRT1 (Figure 3G). Functional analysis of Sirt1 null mouse cells dur-

ing reprogramming demonstrated that Cyclin D1 is able to reprogram

cells to mouse iPSC independent of Sirt1, while three factors plus c-

Myc need Sirt1 for reprogramming (Figure 4J,K). The role of Sirt1 in

miPSC is thought to be essential to facilitate miPSC generation through

de-acetylation of p53, inhibition of p21, and enhancement of Nanog

expression.48 Recently, Sirt1 has been described as necessary for profi-

cient telomere elongation and genomic stability of iPSC made with c-

Myc.45 We demonstrate that Cyclin D1 is able to reprogram cells to

miPSC without Sirt1, suggesting Cyclin D1 is able to replace the Sirt1

role to maintain efficiency during reprogramming to iPSC (Figure 4J).

CYCLIN D1 reduces the genetic instability footprint in human

iPSC and iPSC-derived NSC as demonstrated by multiple aspects of

genomic instability of a cell: (a) reduced MTS; (b) lower H2AX signal,

that is, lower DSB in iPSC and derived NSC; (c) correct nuclear locali-

zation of Rad51 protein; (d) reduced SNP changes per chromosome

(Figure 2A-G). A direct role for CYCLIN D1 in promoting repair of DSB

via BRCA2 and RAD51 is well established in normal or cancer cells via

the HR pathway.31,34 We observed that CYCLIN D1 acts to enhance

DNA damage repair during reprograming in contrast to C-MYC made

iPSC that have almost exclusively RAD51 localized to the cytoplasm

during reprogramming, leaving DSB inefficiently repaired by alternative

NHEJ (Figure 3A,B). It is highly likely that during the early cell repro-

gramming process CYCLIN D1 acts to enhance DNA damage repair by

facilitating RAD51 filament formation in the nucleus resulting in a

reduced footprint of DNA damage (lower H2AX) that persists to pas-

sage 10 iPSC and even NSC. This suggests an epigenetic effect, such as

DNA methylation that warrants further investigation.

The use of other cell types, such as cord blood cells that can be

reprogramed with fewer reprogramming factors is hindered by the

fact they are: (a) harder to access clinically, (b) technically demanding

to culture, (c) can only be reprogrammed by viral methods (including

Sendai virus), and (d) would allow only an allogeneic HLA-matched

treatment approach. However, using CYCLIN D1 in the reprogramming

cocktail to reprogram cord blood cells could repair DNA damage cau-

sed by conventional cell reprogramming methods using c-Myc and

improve the probability of generating better genetically stable hiPSC

clones for cell banking purposes and reduce risk of removing patients

in future clinical applications for genomic instability.

In conclusion, the reliability of long-term clinical trials to treat

human disease with hiPSC-derived cells is dependent on the quality

of the starting hiPSC. We describe a new method adopting synthetic

mRNA reprogramming methods using CYCLIN D1 that repairs DNA

during cell reprogramming by HR to generate improved genomically

stable hiPSC and iNSC with reduced teratoma cell proliferation, low

CNV, and long-term survival with proper differentiation in a hostile

microenvironment that could be developed for current and future clinical

applications to model and treat human disease. Further testing of the

TABLE 1 Quantification of global gene CNVs

HFF MH-iPSC DH-iPSC

Amplifications 3558.4 4379.7 3971.4

Normal 18 278.2 17 511.0 17 873.0

Deletions 0.8 1.3 1.0

Abbreviations: CNV, copy number variation; HFF, human foreskin

fibroblasts; iPSC, induced pluripotent stem cells.
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CYCLIN D1 reprogramming method to reduce DNA damage and increase

genetic stability using other cell types is warranted. Stringent guidelines

including assessment of genetic stability of iPSC need to be taken into

consideration for the long-term clinical success of transplanted iPSC-

derived cell strategies and disease modeling studies.

4 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

Part of the materials and methods appear in the PhD thesis

of Jordi Requena Osete and the Masters thesis of Carme Grau-

Bove, University of Barcelona (https://www.tdx.cat/handle/10803/

457970#page=1).

4.1 | Cell culture

Mouse C2C12 cells were obtained from ATCC (CRL-1772). Mouse

embryonic fibroblasts were obtained from embryos of pregnant mice

Wild Black6, C57 strain, at day 12.5 postcoitum (extraction protocol

approved by the University of Barcelona Ethics Committee). All mouse

iPSC and mESC were cultured in G4 medium: knockout (KO)-Dulbecco's

modified Eagle's medium (DMEM; Gibco, Carlsbad, California, #

10829-018) supplemented with glutamate 1%, penicillin-streptomycin

1%, fetal bovine serum 15%, nonessential amino acids 1% (NEM-NEAA

100× Gibco), sodium pyruvate 1% (Gibco # 11360), 2-mercaptoethanol

0.2%, the cytokine leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) 0.02% (Chemicon #

ES61107, 1.000 U/mL) and 2 mM valproic acid (Sigma-Aldrich,

1069-66-5). In order to arrest MEFs to prepare feeder layer, cells were

treated with Mytomicin C during 4 hours or irradiated with gamma irradi-

ation. Mouse iPSC were maintained on irradiated MEFs (irMEFs) in G4

medium: Human: HFF were obtained from MERCK (SCC058, Lote

NRG1000064). Retrovirally made hiPSC were maintained on irradiated

HFF (irHFFs) in hES medium consisting of KO-DMEM, 1 mM pen/strep,

1 mM Gluta-MAX, 1× nonessential amino acids, 55 μM

β-mercaptoethanol (Gibco), 10% KO serum replacement (Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, California), and 10 ng/mL FGF2 (R&D Systems Inc., Minneapo-

lis, Minnesota). For maintenance of undifferentiated colonies, differenti-

ated cells were manually removed and undifferentiated cells were

passaged once a week. Feeder-free clinical grade mRNA iPSC were cul-

tured in Flex E8 culture medium (Life Technologies, A2858501) on

Vitronectin (Life Technologies, A14700)-coated plates.

4.2 | Generation of mouse iPSC by retroviral
infection

For mouse reprogramming experiments, 50 000 or 100 000 cells were

seeded per well of a six-well plate and infected with retroviral super-

natants of a polycistronic retroviral vector containing three factors

(3F) Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and GFP as a reporter gene (pPMXS-OSKG).

Then, either pMSCV-c-Myc or p-Babe puro Cyclin D1 was added to 3F

to generate 3F plus c-Myc or 3F plus Cyclin D1, respectively.

Retroviruses for the different factors were produced using phoenix

ecotropic packaging cell line in order to produce viral supernatant

with virus to infect mouse cells and human cells. After 24 hours,

DMEM was replaced, cells were incubated at 32�C, and viral superna-

tant was harvested after 24 and 48 hours. Infection consisted of a

45-minute supernatant spinfection at 750g in the presence of

1 mg/mL polybrene. Three rounds of infections on consecutive days

were performed. Two days after beginning the last round of infection,

cells were trypsinized and seeded onto feeder layers of irradiated

MEFs. The medium was changed upon platting to G4 with LIF for

mouse iPSC. Cultures were maintained at 37�C, 5% CO2, changing

medium every other day.

4.3 | Synthetic mRNA reprogramming to iPSC

Human iPSC ethics was applied for approved projects Maraton TV3

2018 (2020/00298/P1); BFU2011-26596. Reprogramming method

was performed using Stemgent's microRNA-enhanced mRNA repro-

gramming kit (STEMGENT, #00-0071) protocol including Oct4, Sox2,

Klf4, and Lin28 with or without c-Myc or CYCLIN D1 mRNA. Messen-

ger RNA used for transfections are included in Stemgent kit, minus

CYCLIN D1 mRNA was synthetized by in vitro transcription (IVT) using

the MEGAscript Kit (Ambion, #AM1334). DNA template for the

mRNA IVT for CYCLIN D1 was made by cloning CYCLIN D1 ORF

between the 30 and 50 untranslated regions of alpha-globin by splint

ligation to increase the stability and translation efficiency of the tran-

script. CYCLIN D1 DNA template was used to synthesize the messen-

ger RNA by IVT. IVT was performed using mMessage mMachine kit

(AM1344 Thermofisher) adding pseudouridine and 5-mehtyl-cystidine

(Trilink) to replace uridine and cystidine in the nucleotide mix and

adding antireverse CAP analog (Trilink). CYCLIN D1 mRNA was func-

tionally tested by counting the % 5-ethynyl-2-deoxyuridine-positive

cells after 24 hours in low serum and transfecting HFFs with different

amounts of mRNA (Figure S2). RNase and DNase free tubes and tips

were used, gloves and working surface treated with RNaseZap (Sigma,

#R2020). For the cells transfection, briefly, HFFs were seeded on

vitronectin-coated 24 multiwell plate wells at six different densities:

7.5k, 10k, 12.5k, 15k, 17.5k, and 20k. The next day, three densities

with 50% to 70% confluence were selected. Transfections were done

in cells cultured in Pluriton medium (Stemgent #00-0070), adding

300 ng B18R/mL to inhibit immune response to transfected material.

Pluriton medium was conditioned 24 hours before on irHFFs the day

before adding it to the target HFFs to be transfected. MicroRNA and

mRNAs were transfected as indicated by the manufacturer's protocol

using Stemgent transfection reagent (STEMGENT, #00-0071). Mes-

senger RNA cocktail was transfected at a stoichiometric proportion of

3:1:1:1:1 of the reprogramming genes: OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, LIN28, and

C-MYC or 50 ng of CYCLIN D1 (OSKM or OSKD). Two hundred nano-

grams of mRNA were transfected per well of a 24 MW plate. Micro-

RNA was transfected at days 0 and 4, and mRNA from days 1 to 12.

At days 14-15 colonies were picked by mechanically scrapping them

and were transferred to Vitronectin coated plates in Conditioned
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Pluriton mixed 1:1 with E8 medium. Rho kinase inhibitor (ROCKi, Y-

27632, STEMCELL Technologies #72302) was added at 10 μM final

concentration during the first 24 hours after colony picking to prevent

cell apoptosis. Medium was change to E8 (not feeder conditioned and

with no Pluriton) 24 hours later and refreshed daily. Colonies were

passaged by gentle dissociation with 0.5 mM

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic Acid (EDTA) when they were 75% to 80%

confluence. Episomal-made iPSC were purchased (Life Technology)

and maintained on vitronectina-coated plates in Essential 8 (E8)

medium.

4.4 | In vitro differentiation

Mouse and human iPSC general differentiation was carried out by

plating embryoid body on gelatin and DMEM (Life Technologies

21969035), with 20% fetal calf serum changed every second day for

2 to 3 weeks. Human iPSC in vitro guided differentiation toward

endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm was done using PSC Neural

Induction Medium kit (Life Technologies, A1647801) for NSC coating

the plates with Geltrex (Life Technologies, A1413201). CM differenti-

ation was done using PSC Cardiomyocyte Differentiation kit (Life

Technologies, A2921201) and CM kept in culture until beating was

stable. DE was differentiated from iPSC using PSC DE Induction kit

(Life Technologies, A27654SA). As an internal control for all the differ-

entiation protocols, we differentiated in parallel a commercial Epi-

somal made iPSC (Life Technologies, A18945).

4.5 | Teratoma formation

Animal experiments were approved by the University of Barcelona

ethics committee. Two million cells were subcutaneously injected at

the flank of athymic FoxN1 nu/nu mice (ENVIGO). After 3 to

4 months, teratomas were extirpated and fixed in paraformaldehyde

4% O/N. Next day teratomas were embedded in paraffin and sections

were analyzed for H&E staining to recognize germ layer structures

and for KI-67 staining to assess the in vivo tumorigenic potential of

injected iPSC.

4.6 | Immunocytochemistry and flow cytometry
for pluripotency and differentiation

Cells were grown on plastic cover slide chambers and fixed with 4%

paraformaldehyde (PFA). After fixation and washing, cells were blocked

with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 6% donkey serum, and

0.5% Triton X-100 for 30 minutes. Cells were then stained for appro-

priate markers described in the figures. Pluripotency markers: anti-Oct4

(Santa Cruz, sc-5279, 1:60), anti-Sox2 (CalBiochem, sc1002, 1:100)

anti-SSEA3 (Abcam MC631, ab16286, 1:10), anti-SSEA4 (Hybridoma

bank, MC-813-70, 1:50), and anti-Tra-1-81 (Abcam ab16289, 1:300).

For generally differentiated cells immunofluorescence was performed

for endoderm marker anti-AFP (Dako, A0008, 1:400), mesoderm

marker anti-αSMA (Sigma, A5228-100) and ectoderm marker anti-Tuj1

(Biolegend, MMS-435P-100, 1:500). Primary antibodies for guided differ-

entiation into cardiomyocyte markers: anti-cardiac troponin T (Abcam,

ab10214, 1:400) and anti-Gata4 (Santa Cruz, sc-9053, 1:200); neuronal

markers: anti-nestin (Biolegend, 841801, 1:200), anti-MAP2 (R&D sys-

tems, MAB8304, 1:250); endoderm cells were analyzed with anti-

hCXCR4 PE conjugated (FAB173P). Secondary antibodies used were all

the Alexa Fluor Series from Invitrogen (diluted 1:200). Images were taken

using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope. During confocal microscopic

observation, all the images were taken using the same settings. Tile scan

image imaging was performed with an AF6000 Epifluorescence micro-

scope for SCI spinal cord immunofluorescence stained sections. All flow

cytometry analysis was performed on a FACS Canto II machine.

4.7 | DNA damage GFP reporter plasmid methods

Previously designed and published HR and alt NHEJ plasmids were

used and are available upon request (44). Ten micrograms of plasmids

(288 ng/μL) were digested with Scl-I overnight at 37�C and a 1% aga-

rose used to check complete digestion. DNA was purified by isolate II

PCR and gel Kit (Bioline) in 30 μL, with approximately 50% recovery

assessed by QubitR dsDNA BR assay kit and QubitR 2.0 flurometer (Life

Technologies). Phoenix cells were cultured in DMEM with 10% fetal

bovine serum, Pen/Strep, and Glutamaxl (Gibco 35050061). Cells were

transfected in 12 well plates at 80% to 90% of confluence with

Lipofectamine 3000 (Life Technologies L3000015) with the following

samples: GFP, circular and linearized plasmids: 900 ng, 3F (Oct4/Sox2/

Klf4): 450 ng, DsRED: 50 ng, C-MYC 150 ng or cycling D1, 150 ng.

4.8 | AP staining and Western blot

Pluripotent stem cells present high levels of AP enzyme. AP Blue

Membrane Substrate Solution (AB0300-1KT) was used to detect iPSC

AP expression levels as a standard assay. For Western blot analysis,

resolving Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) gels were used and nitrocellu-

lose membranes were blotted overnight at 4�C with anti-Oct4 (Santa

Cruz Biotechnology, Inc, sc-5279, 1:100), anti-CYCLIN D1 (Santa

Cruz, sc753, 1:500), developed with appropriate secondary anti-

mouse and anti-rabbit HRP antibodies and developed with Advansta

Western-Bright ECL.

4.9 | Karyotype analysis

In order to see chromosome G bands, methanol: acetic acid (3:1) fixed

cells were stained with Wright: Sorensen buffer (1:3). Twenty meta-

phases were assessed per sample and chromosomes were classified

using Ikaros software.
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4.10 | Telomere length and cytogenetic analysis
using telomere Q-FISH on metaphases

Cells were incubated with 0.1 μg/mL colcemide (Gibco) for 4 hours

at 37�C, swollen in hypotonic buffer (sodium citrate 0.03 M) for

25 to 45 minutes and then fixed in methanol:acetic acid (3:1). Cells

were concentrated and 30 μl were dropped onto slides falling from

10 cm high. After washing, metaphase spreads were fixed in 4%

formaldehyde in PBS, and Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)

was performed as described previously,45 using a telomere probe

(Panagene, Cy3-TEL). For analysis of chromosomal aberrations,

metaphases were analyzed by superimposing the telomere image

on the 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) image using TFL-telo

software.

4.11 | Rad51 and H2AX DSB immunofluorescence
staining

Methanol: acetic fixed cells were stained for anti-gamma H2AX

(Ser139) antibody (Novus, NB100-78356-0.025, 1:500) to determine

the percentage of DSBs and Rad51 localization (1:500). Cells were

blocked in PBS, 2% Donkey serum, 0.05% Triton-X100. Primary anti-

body was incubated o/n at 4�C. Secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse

A568 (A11031), was incubated 1:200 for 2 hours at 37�C. Quantifica-

tion was performed using ImageJ by counting H2AX or Rad51-positive

foci in 200 nuclei per experiment.

4.12 | CNV analysis

CNV was analyzed with the Infinium Omni5-4 v1.2 Kit (20005150) from

Illumina. The genotyping array was processed following manufacturer's

instructions. Briefly, 400 ng of genomic DNA were used as input mate-

rial, arranging the different samples in random order in the odd columns

of a 96 well plate. Genomic DNA was subjected to a whole genome

amplification reaction, followed by end-point enzymatic fragmentation

and precipitation of the DNA. Resuspension hybridization and wash solu-

tion (RA1) was used to resuspend the precipitated DNA, and load it into

the microarrays for a 16-hour hybridization step carried at 48�C. After

the incubation step, unhybridized DNA molecules were washed away

with PB1 buffer, and arrays were assemble in Flow-Through chambers,

in order to perform the X-staining step were a single-base extension

followed by an inmunofluorescent labeling enabled the interrogation of

the 4.284.426 markers. Data acquisition from the processed genotyping

microarrays was carried out with an iScan scanner. GenomeStudio soft-

ware (v2.0.0.476) was used with its genotyping module (v2.0.0) to per-

form the genotype calling using the provided cluster file for this product

(HumanOmni5M-4v1_B). Copy number analysis was carried out with

cnvPartition GenomeStudio add-in (v3.2.0), with default parameters

(confidence threshold = 35; Detect Extended Homozygosity = True, min-

imum probe count = 3).

4.13 | Microarray analysis

RNA quality control: The quantity and quality of isolated RNAs were deter-

mined with a NanoDrop ND-1000 (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington,

Delaware) and a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent, Waldbronn, Germany). The

RNA integrity numbers (RIN) in all cases ranged from 9.4 to 10, thereby

indicating minimal RNA degradation. Microarray Analysis: Three biological

replicates of human iPSC lines generated with C-MYC (MH) or CYCLIN D1

(DH), plus samples of the episomal made human iPSC line and HFF fibro-

blasts were analyzed for differential gene expression by microarray hybrid-

ization. For each sample, 500 ng of total RNA with spike-in controls added

were labeled using Agilent's Low input quick Amp Labeling kit, by mRNA

reverse transcription with T7-oligo-dT primer followed by IVT with T7

RNA polymerase in the presence of Cy3-CTP. The labeled cRNAs were

hybridized to 60-mer oligo microarrays (SurePrint G3 HumanV3 GE

8x60K Microarray, Agilent microarray design ID 072363) according to the

manufacturer's one color protocol (Version 6.5, May 2010). The arrays

were scanned on an Agilent G2565BA microarray scanner at 100% PMT

and 3 μm resolution. Data were extracted using Feature Extraction

(Agilent) software. Statistical Processing: Hybridization intensities were

background corrected with normexp and normalized by quantile normali-

zation. Log2ratio values were computed for MH and DH vs HFF samples.

Per-probe log2ratios were aggregated to per-gene values by taking

median values. Signal processing and analysis for differential expression on

a gene-by-gene basis was performed by linear models and empirical Bayes

methods.49 Correction for multiple testing was performed using the False

Discovery Rate (FDR) method. The list of regulated genes was brought

into biological context by gene set enrichment analysis using GSEA.50 We

used the pre-ranked mode with default settings (weighted enrichment sta-

tistic) using the average log2ratio as ranking metric and tested for enrich-

ment in literature datasets against the version 6.1 C2cgp chemical and

genetic perturbation gene set collection from MaSigDB. hESC gene

expression profile used by Ben-Porath et al.51

4.14 | Real-time PCR

Total mRNA was isolated using Ambion RNA purification columns kit

(#12183018), and 500 ng was used to synthesize cDNA using the

SensiFAST cDNA synthesis kit (Bioline, BIO65053). One microliter of

the reaction was used to quantify gene expression by quantitative

PCR as previously described.4,29

Primers sequences are listed in the table below:

4.15 | Spinal cord contusion, NSC transplantation

Sprague Dawley female rats with average weight of 200 g were sub-

jected to complete spinal cord section using a hook and an iridectomy

scissor, at thoracic segment T8 after partial laminectomy from T7 to T9.

For intramedullary transplantation, 2 × 106 iNPC were transplanted by

stereotaxis distributed into rostral and caudal regions at a distance
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of 2 mm from complete section, at a rate of 2 μL/min by using a

siliconized glass pipette stretched to 100 μM and filled with the cell

suspension coupled to a 26G Hamilton syringe, mounted into the

microinjector. A 1-minute pause between injections was observed before

moving the syringe to allow cell deposition into the medullar tissue. The

rats were premedicated with subcutaneous morphine (2.5 mg/kg) and

Baytril (enrofloxacine, 5 mg/kg, Bayer, Germany) and anesthetized with

2% isoflurane in a continuous oxygen flow of 1 L/min. All animals were

subjected to postsurgery cares, passive and active rehabilitation protocols

as was previously described.46,47 The animals were sacrificed after

8 weeks of evaluation. Histology: The animals were transcardially per-

fused with a 0.9% saline solution followed by 4% PFA in PBS, and 2 days

incubation time in 30% sucrose before inclusion in Tissue-Teck OCT

(Sakura Finetek U.S.A). Sagittal cryosections of 10 μm thickness were

used for immunoassays. Every fifth section was collected for H&E

staining to determine the anatomical structure and tissue volume calcula-

tions at the injured area. H&E-stained sections were scanned in a Pan-

noramic 250 Flash II scanner (3DHISTECH Ltd, Hungary) and images of

approximately 20 mm2 of medullar tissue (including the epicenter of the

lesion) were acquired and with the Pannoramic viewer software. Immu-

nohistochemistry. For assessment of differentiation, cryosectioned tis-

sues (10 μm) were postfixed with 4% paraformaldehyde at room

temperature for 10 minutes. After permeabilization with PBS containing

0.5% Triton and 2% goat serum (blocking solution), the primary anti-

bodies were incubated overnight at 4�C. Cells or tissue sections were

incubated with β-Tubulin III (α-mouse; Cat. MO15052 Neuromics) and

Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) (α-rabbit; Cat. Z0334 DAKO) primary

antibodies diluted 1:400 in blocking solution. After being rinsed three

times with PBS, the cells were incubated with Oregon Green-Alexa488

and Alexa555 dye-conjugated secondary antibodies for 1 hour at room

temperature. All cells were counterstained by incubation with DAPI for

5 minutes at room temperature followed by washing steps. Mounted sec-

tions were examined by both fluorescent microscopy (fluorescence

microscope Leica DM6000B) and confocal microscopy (Confocal micro-

scope Leica TCS-SP2-AOBS). The quantification of immunostaining was

performed by using Image J software.

4.16 | Statistical analyses

Unpaired nonparametric t tests were used to evaluate statistical sig-

nificance at P ≤ .05. All quantitative and qualitative analyses are rep-

resentative of at least n = 3 biological repeats for all experiments to

give significant statistical power for reliability and validity of data.
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